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Camp Australia
PO Box 305, Mt Eliza 3930 – Phone 9787 1385

Before and After School Care is available in the Old
School House. To register your child please phone
Queen’s Birthday – Public Holiday
Camp
Australia on 1300 105 343. Registration is
www.mtelizaps.vic.edu.au
Regional Cross Country
available
online at www.campaustralia.com.au
Photo Catch-Up Day – 9:00am in the Old Hall
Parent/teacher Interviews – 1.30pm – 6.00pm
Parent/teacher Interviews – 3.30pm - 4.30pm
Uniform Shop
Last day Term 2 for students– students finish
at 3.30pm
Opening Hours
Prof. Learning Day for Teachers – students not
Monday – 8.30am – 11:00am
Wednesday – 2.00pm – 4.00pm
required
Term 3
Uniforms may be purchased online – see below
Newsletter is available on the web site address :

Curriculum Day – Pupil Free Day
Term 3 commences for students

https://fcw.com.au/online-shop/mt-eliza-primaryschool-online/
Processed orders will be delivered to your child’s
classroom.
Joanne Patterson
Uniform Shop Co-ordinator

Principal’s Report
Dear MEPS Families,
Last week marked World Environment Day and World Oceans Day. At assembly, we acknowledged that we
have a responsibility to nurture the land and sustain it for future generations.

Even the wet and icy weather did not stop us from participating in some exciting activities last week. We
balanced keeping warm with the need to also allow the children out for a run and some fresh air.
We certainly had to keep a keen eye on the radar!
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Prep 2023 Early Transition Sessions

On Friday, we commenced our early transition sessions for all children who are already enrolled for Prep at
MEPS for next year. I loved sharing ‘What Makes Me, Me’ with the children and enjoyed telling a favourite
story, ‘The Lion Sleeps Tonight’ through song. It was so heart-warming to see so many of our new students
online and it was wonderful to start getting to know them a little bit more. Thanks to Mrs Wheatley for helping
out. These regular touch points are designed to start the connection with MEPS and assist the 2023 Prep
children to feel comfortable and positive about the shift to Primary School.

Learning By Doing
‘MEPS Kids in the kitchen’ has definitely been a highlight. On Friday, 4HB and 4S students concluded this
term’s OzHarvest FEAST program with a huge ‘cook up’ with students selecting their own recipes, working in
teams and enjoying the finished product together. In collaboration with some of our Year 6 OzHarvest
Ambassadors, it was fantastic to see our Year 4 children so capable and competent in the kitchen.
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Our Year 1 students have also been linking their literacy unit on Procedural Writing to cooking, with a Master
Chef experience. It was great to utilise the new bench which was bought through a single-use plastics grant
that we received from the Mornington Peninsula Shire. The Year 1 students picked herbs from our garden,
prepared their recipes and loved their work in the classroom kitchen.
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2G Bringing Nature into the Classroom
Eleni E - “Last Tuesday, the 2G students had a scheduled session at Camp Manyung, but unfortunately they
couldn’t go because of the weather. So therefore, it was held in the Year 2 Discovery Room at school. After
recess, Kim the educator from Manyung, took us to a big tree to use our senses.”
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Sam H - “We stood around the tree. We closed our eyes and thought. What if we were the tree? How would it
feel? When we went back inside, we got our notebooks and turned to the page that said, ‘Life as a tree’ and
started writing in our notebook. After that, we closed our eyes and, one by one, we dipped our hand into a
basket…and whatever animal or plant we picked out, was our Nature Nickname. My nickname was
‘kookaburra’ …”

Eleni - “…and my nickname was ‘a superb fairy wren’. Both our nicknames were birds.”
Sam - “After lunch, some of our families came and we did some fun activities together. We love our connection
with Camp Manyung.”
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Year 3 Gymnastics Excursion

Hi, I’m Hudson from 3C. We’re sharing with you what we liked and did at Gymnastics on Wednesday. My
favourite part was when we jumped into the foam pit. I was in a competition with different classmates and
some of us got stuck in the foam pit – it was pretty funny! We couldn’t tell who won!
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Hi, I’m Abigail from 3C. At Gymnastics my favourite part was when I did a split jump into the foam pit. I had
never done it before – it was so exciting! The foam felt like sponge.

Hi, I’m Harvey from 3H and my favourite bit was jumping off a springboard into the foam pit. I think I went
pretty high and really far – it was kind of hard to get out of the foam pit!

Hi, I’m Mackenzie from 3H and when I went to Gymnastics I loved the part when I got to swing on a rope to the
other side. It was in the beam area. I felt like a ninja – it was exciting and fun! We can’t wait for next week!
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Year 4 Zoo Excursion
“On Wednesday, Year 4 went on an excursion to Melbourne Zoo. I’m here to tell you about some of the
highlights and the most interesting animals.

One of my highlights was when we saw the elephants cross from one enclosure to another. It was especially
cool because of how close we were to the elephants - we never expected to see them so well.

The orangutan was also a highlight, because of how large it could grow to and how smart it is. For example,
the Melbourne Zoo staff gave the orangutan an iPad and it had photos of every single animal at the zoo on it.
Did you know that the orangutan deleted every single photo of all the other animals except itself? Isn’t that
amazing?”
By Aden P from 4M (SRC Rep)
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“Today I’m going to tell you about some interesting facts we learned about the Melbourne Zoo.
1. The Melbourne Zoo was originally in Richmond until it moved to its current location at Royal Park.
2. The oldest animals at the zoo are Wilbur, Little John and Jean - all aged between 60 and 110 years of
age. You might be wondering what type of animals live to such a ripe old age? Well, these animals are
the tortoises and they have lived through many experiences over the last 120 years.
3. There are over 5,000 animals at the Melbourne Zoo. They keep their handlers very busy!”
By Macey in 4M (SRC Rep)

Year 5 Poetry
At assembly, Tilly R shared about how the Year 5 students have been working hard with their poetry over the
past few weeks. “We wanted to develop our poetry writing skills to showcase our relationship to the
environment in connection to World Ocean Day, a day where we highlight the impact of human activities on
our oceans. This week the Year 5 students submitted their best nature poetry to the Red Room Poetry
organisation resulting in a pledge to plant nearly 70 trees on the behalf of MEPS. This was an easy way for our
students to make a positive impact on our environment and school.”
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The previous week, Year 5 collaborated with their buddy classes to take part in a World Environment Day
virtual workshop. This live workshop, run by poet and illustrator Brenna Quinlan, provided more information
and an update on the amazing Poem Forest initiative. Brenna also taught students some fantastic illustrator
tips and tricks, as well as ways to bring their writing to life. Brenna and the other Red Room poets’ work with
schools helps to enrich learning outcomes across sustainability, First Nations cultures and history, English and
Science. The students loved learning from this published poet and enjoyed putting their skills into action!

Year 6 Island Collaboration
Hi I’m Teddy B. Our year level has been looking at how our system of government works by conducting a
simulation to understand the concepts better. The idea of the simulation is to form a Federation. Our year level
has been divided into island groups which have created their own island based on a set of criteria. The island
has been designed on a piece of Tyvek covering the tables in the classrooms. Each table group has a set
number of resources like gold, farming equipment, a bank, airport and a port. You can see our island designs
in the photos below.
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Each island has a Premier who will be running for Prime Minister. Each Premier has to make a pamphlet about
why he or she should win the election. The pamphlet needs to include persuasive techniques as well as
policies, such as ‘free medical attention’, a program to help ‘upgrade sport and recreation facilities’ and
‘upscaling farm equipment’.

Who would have thought that learning about government would be so engaging and interesting? This unit has
managed to include everyone’s skill sets which is a great feat!
Whole School Concert - Term 3
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After a number of attempts over the past few years, our whole school concert will finally take place on Tuesday
30 August. There will be two performances - matinee at 10.00am and an evening performance at 7.00pm. All
year levels will participate and the Years 5 and 6 will present their Musical, ‘Robin Hood’. Tickets will go on
sale early next term so please save the date.
MEPS Reporting to Families
Throughout the year, learning engagements and on-going classroom formative assessment tasks provide
opportunities for teachers and students to regularly discuss what’s working well and where to next.
Research shows that these discussions have the greatest impact on student learning (Hattie and
Donohue, 2016) and enable your child to apply feedback in ‘real time’. This ongoing feedback provides
children with opportunities to develop learner agency, crucial for creating independent and self-regulating
learners (Department of Education Victoria, 2019).
There are a number of more formal opportunities throughout the year to report on learning as documented
below.
SEMESTER ONE
Term 1
Beginning of Term
Parent Teacher Exchange
Parent to teacher feedback:
• Helps teachers
understand the
student, and their
learning needs from
the parent perspective

Term 2
Mid-Year
Parent Teacher Interviews
Teacher to parent feedback:
• Allows teacher an opportunity to communicate how the student is
performing in each learning area, and identify the next steps
Parent to teacher feedback:
• Parents can ask questions about how they can support this learning in
the home, or communicate other needs of the learner
End of Semester Written Report - Prep to Year 6
Teacher to student and parent feedback:
• Communicates to students and parents what the student has
achieved, in relation to the standards outlined in the Victorian
Curriculum
• Student comment provides opportunity for students to share
reflections on their own learning
• Student Report goes ‘live’ via Sentral by 2.00pm Friday 24 June

Parent Teacher Interviews - Online via Zoom
It is important to note that our upcoming Parent Teacher Interview forms an important part of our Formal
Reporting cycle.
Our online Mid-Year Parent and Teacher Interviews will be held on:
•

Wednesday, 22nd June from 1.30pm - 6.00pm

•

Thursday, 23rd June from 3:30 - 4:30

Bookings will be open to parents and carers via Sentral on TUESDAY, 14 JUNE at 4:00PM and CLOSE
SUNDAY, 19th JUNE at 8.00PM. Each Zoom conference will be allocated 10 minutes.
Please note that, as a result of recent feedback from our School Review cycle, we will be initiating a review of
assessment and reporting processes that aims to balance the needs of all stakeholders. As a result, we will be
putting a hold on assessing via the Learning Ladders this semester. The Learning Ladders will still be used
regularly by teachers in their planning and collaborative sessions, as well as providing the curriculum
outcomes for Learning Intentions and Success Criteria. They just won’t be used to formally report against
through Sentral.
Enjoy a marvellous week.

Kim Wheeler, MEPS Principal
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PHOTO CATCH-UP DAY COMING SOON
Recently MEPS had our annual School Photo Day on Wednesday 1 June. We are aware that lots of MEPS
families may not have had the chance to be a part of school photos this year due to illness. To assist these
families, we are scheduling a photo catch-up day. The photo catch-up day will be on Wednesday 15 June
starting at 9:00am. Please be advised MEPS is not receiving any more payments from parents. Please contact
The School Photographer directly if you wish to make payments/ have not already purchased a photo pack for
your child/ren and wish to do so now.
www.theschoolphotographer.com.au
enquiries@theschoolphotographer.com.au

HEAD LICE ALERT
We wish to advise that there have been reports of head lice recently at Mt Eliza Primary School. We are
asking that all parents/carers examine their child’s hair and look for the following signs:
•
•
•

Persistent scratching, particularly behind the ears and the nape of the neck, sometimes accompanied
by a red rash
Tiny silver white eggs at the base, or along the hair shaft
Small pale brown lice. You may wish to use a magnifying glass and a fine tooth comb under strong light
to help identify the lice

Head lice can be treated quickly and effectively by simply following these steps:
1. Purchase specialist head lice treatment and apply it according to the directions on the pack
2. Examine all family members’ hair and treat everyone found to have head lice at the same time
3. Wash out the treatment and use a fine-tooth head lice comb to remove the dead lice and eggs – it is
most important that ALL eggs are removed because the treatment WILL NOT KILL THE EGGS
only the lice.
4. Repeat the treatment in 7 to10 days.
Head lice are not selective – they are found in all types of hair – clean, dirty, or with product. As a precaution,
any items of clothing which may harbour lice – such as bed linen, towels and combs should be washed in hot,
soapy water. To prevent head lice in the future, all family members should avoid sharing items such as
clothing, brushes or hats from each other or friends.
PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU CHECK YOUR CHILD’S HAIR REGULARLY – REGARDLESS OF WHETHER
THEY SHOW THE SIGNS LISTED ABOVE.
Head lice are an on-ongoing, time-consuming problem in schools, but with your continued diligence,
perseverance, and co-operation we will endeavour to keep the problem under control.
NOTE: If head lice are found, your child must be treated before returning to school.
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STUDENT ABSENCES
PLEASE READ THIS VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Parents/Guardians are required to report their child/ren’s
absence from school by
texting 0439 454 239 by 9.00am each day your child is absent.
NOTE: It is important that you state your child’s name, grade, and the
reason for the absence.
This information particularly important – especially during our current pandemic environment as we have had
many absences to follow up.
We appreciate families being vigilant with this.

0439 454 239 - Please SMS only
-The Admin Team
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Thank you to the following businesses for sponsoring our Newsletter
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A message from your Coordinator Jade
This past week the children were super creative! They were engaged in
building challenges, chalk drawing, clay sculpting and making
playdough!
For one of the activities this week they were given the challenge to
‘Can you build a tower taller than you?’ It was so impressive to see the
children work together to plan, design, and construct these huge
towers! Maisie, Oliver, Amelie and Isla took it one step further,
needing a chair to stand on so they could keep building up! It took
them all afternoon, and they had so much fun (although the most fun
was getting to knock it over in pack up time!).
Another activity the children really enjoyed was making playdough.
Having to follow instructions, choose their colour and kneed in the
ingredients was really engaging for the children, However, Charlie’s
playdough came more like cake batter then actual playdough… making
him and everyone else around him laugh!! On the second try he
perfected it!
Amelie, Isla, Maisie and Oliver
proud of their skyscraper!

Activities coming up
Following our underwater
theme next week,
children will have
opportunities to:
• Make sea turtles out of
recycled products we
have been collecting
over the week.
• Make mini aquariums.

What’s on the menu
•

Vegemite scrolls

•

Hedgehog slice

•

Rice crackers

•

Pizzas

Eamon and Finn making
playdough!
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